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The structure of the new ternary amorphous nitride Si3B3N7, synthesised from the single source precursor

TADB [(trichlorosilyl)aminodichloroborane], has been investigated by means of X-ray diffraction using high

energy synchrotron radiation and by neutron diffraction using the isotopic contrast technique on nitrogen. The

X-ray results have been compared with results from electron diffraction experiments, con®rming the trigonal

planar coordination of boron (RBN~1.4 AÊ , ZBN~2.8, ZNB~1.2) by nitrogen and the tetrahedral coordination

of silicon (RSiN~1.7 AÊ , ZSiN~3.8, ZNSi~1.6) by nitrogen. The neutron contrast technique was applied in order

to obtain detailed information about the nitrogen environment. From the total pair correlation functions the

N±N distances within the boron and silicon coordination polyhedra could be extracted [RNN(B)~2.5 AÊ ,

RNN(Si)~2.8 AÊ ]. In addition, the difference function shows two distinct maxima at ca. 3.8 and 4.3 AÊ in the

third coordination sphere resulting from Si±N or B±N pairs connected via three bonds. If at least two of these

are B±N bonds a contribution to the ®rst peak results, while the second maximum is matched if at least two

Si±N bonds are involved.

Introduction

Recently synthesised multinary amorphous nitridic ceramics
show improved properties in comparison with their binary
crystalline components.1 While syntheses of multinary oxides
usually can be achieved by co-milling and heating of the
respective binary reactants, this all-solid-state route is not
applicable to ceramic nitrides, mainly because of the low
diffusion coef®cients of silicon or boron in their respective
binary nitrides. However, starting the synthesis with a single
source precursor has proven to be a viable and versatile
approach.2

To fabricate amorphous silicon boron nitrides or carbo-
nitrides we chose the precursor Cl3Si±NH±BCl2 [TADB~
(trichlorosilyl)aminodichloroborane]. Depending on the con-
ditions maintained during polymerisation and pyrolysis we can
produce either the carbonitride SiBN3C or the carbon free
ternary phase Si3B3N7

3 (Scheme 1).
MAS NMR measurements have been performed3,4 in order

to determine the local environments of the constituent
elements. The 29Si spectra of both ceramics indicate that the
silicon atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated by four nitrogen
atoms. The 11B spectra are typical for a trigonal planar
environment for boron, whereas the 15N measurements give a

broad signal which mainly re¯ects the amorphous character of
the samples. Although the range in the observed chemical shift
is broad, the presence of tetrahedrally coordinated nitrogen can
be excluded for both ceramics.

Diffraction experiments on amorphous materials give
information on short-range and medium-range order. Fourier
transformation of the corrected and normalised intensity leads
to total correlation functions describing the distribution of all
atomic pairs, however, these total correlation functions are a
weighted sum of partial functions, each representing an atomic
pair distribution. Neutron diffraction using isotopic substitu-
tion is a very powerful method to extract these partial functions
in binary amorphous alloys.5 Recently this approach has been
extended to systems with more than two components.6 With
properly chosen isotopes showing signi®cant differences in the
scattering lengths, differential pair correlation functions are
accessible. For Si3B3N7, the isotopic pair 15N and 14N meets
this condition pretty well [b(14N)~9.37(2) fm, b(15N)~6.44(3)
fm7]. Since we are studying a ternary system, only six rather
than ten partial functions (for a quaternary system) needed to
be considered. Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7 synthesised

starting from natN-ammonia or 15N-ammonia and 11B-boric
acid. Details and further IR and NMR spectroscopic
investigations are given in ref. 4.

Scheme 1
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In addition to the neutron experiments, X-ray diffraction
experiments were applied to the same samples using high
energy synchrotron radiation which in comparison to labora-
tory sources offers the advantage of covering a wider range of
the momentum transfer Q. Thus, a better resolution in the
correlation functions is achieved and, at the same time,
systematic errors due to absorption effects are reduced.8

Experimental

X-Ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction experiment on Si3B3N7 was carried out at
the high energy beamline BW5 of the Hamburg Synchrotron
Laboratory HASYLAB. A detailed description of the experi-
mental equipment is given in refs. 9 and 10. For monochro-
matization a (111)Si/TaSi2 crystal was used,11 while monitoring
was performed by recording the signal from an aluminium foil
placed in the incident beam with a NaI scintillation counter.

The powder sample was allowed to ®ll a 3 mm diameter
cylindrical glass tube and placed in an aluminium vacuum-
container in order to eliminate scattering due to air. The
container was equipped with several capton windows, each
covering a range of 20³ in 2h. Different positions were used for
the different Q ranges of the diffraction pattern. For the low Q
range (0.8±17.5 AÊ 21) two overlapping 2h ranges (1±10³ and 9±
25³) were selected. The incident energy for this Q range was
79.8(3) keV. For the high Q range (9.5±26.8 AÊ 21) the chosen
photon energy was 119.5(7) keV. Several scans were run to
minimise errors arising from beam ¯uctuations.

In order to make sure that the samples constituted of
isotopes in their natural abundance (Si3B3N7) and isotopically
enriched samples (Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7) are structu-

rally identical, X-ray diffraction measurements were also
performed on the latter. For the enriched sample the
experimental set up was slightly different from that used for
the natural sample. The NaI monitor was replaced by a diode
leading to better monitoring, and the vacuum container was
equipped with an aluminium window. As a consequence the
whole data collection could be performed in one 2h scan. A
(111)Si(Ge) gradient crystal was used as a monochromator.12

Neutron diffraction

The neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the
SANDALS diffractometer at ISIS.13 The instrument was
equipped with 1060 detectors grouped into 14 detector banks at
different scattering angles. A more detailed description of the
instrument is given in ref. 13. The powder samples were
allowed to ®ll a cylindrical vanadium tube of 11 mm diameter
and placed in a vacuum container.

Data treatment and results

X-Ray diffraction

Raw data treatment. Owing to problems with the stability of
the monitor each scan for natural Si3B3N7 was normalised to
the beam current of the DORIS synchrotron. For the isotopic
samples Si3

11B3
15N7 and Si3

11B3
natN7 the more stable signal of

the diode was used for monitoring. As an example, Fig. 1
shows the raw X-ray data for Si3

11B3
natN7, and the background

resulting from the scattering of the empty glass tube, after
summation of the individual scans and correction for the
tangential movement of the detector. The data were corrected
for absorption, multiple scattering, polarisation of the incident
beam, inelastic scattering and for the background as described
in ref. 8.

Structure factors. The momentum transfer Q (AÊ 21) for
scattering X-rays with energy E (keV) to the angle 2h is
(h~Planck's constant; c~speed of light):

Q � �4p=hc�E sin h � 1:0135E sin h

The total FZ structure factor S(Q) according to Faber±
Ziman14 follows from the coherently scattered intensity per
atom Ico(Q):

S�Q� � Ico�Q� ÿ �Sf �Q�2Tÿ Sf �Q�T2�
Sf �Q�T2

with

Sf �Q�2T �
Xn

i�1

ci f 2
i ; Sf �Q�T �

Xn

i�1

ci fi

where fi(Q) is the atomic scattering amplitude15 of component i,
ci the atomic fraction of component i and n the number of
different atomic scatterers.

The total FZ structure factor can be expressed as a weighted
sum of the partial structure factors Sij(Q), e.g. for an n-atomic
system:

S�Q� � 1

Sf �Q�T2
.
Xn

i�1

Xn

j�1

cicjfi�Q�fj�Q�Sij�Q�

�
Xn

i�1

Xn

j�1

Wij�Q�Sij�Q�

For X-ray scattering the weighting factors Wij are Q-
dependent, and as a reasonable Q-independent approximation
the average over the Q-range considered has been applied. Raw
data treatment and normalisation yield the total structure
factor S(Q).

Pair correlation functions. From S(Q) one obtains the total
pair correlation function

G�R� � 2

p

�?
0

Q�S�Q� ÿ 1� sin�QR� dQ

where R is the distance in real space. G(R) ®nally yields the
radial distribution function RDF(R) which is a weighted sum
of the partial functions RDFij(R)

RDF�R� � 4pr0R2 � R.G�R� �
Xn

i�1

Xn

j�1

Wij�R�|RDFij�R�

with r0 equal to the mean number density. By applying the
above approximation for the Q-dependent weighting factors
the Wij(R) terms also become R-independent. From the peak
area obtained by by integrating over the peaks in RDFij(R) one
can obtain partial coordination numbers, the number of atoms
j in a spherical shell of thickness DR~R22R1 at the distance R

Fig. 1 High energy [E~119.5(7) keV] raw X-ray data for Si3
11B3

natN7

in a glass tube (upper curve) and of the empty glass tube (lower curve).
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from a central atom i:

Zij�R1;R2� �
�R2

R1

RDFij�R� dR

Coordination numbers are usually obtained by ®tting Gaussian
functions to the peaks in the partial RDFij. In a good
approximation the area Aij under a peak is correlated to the
partial coordination number Zij by

Aij � ZijWij

cj

If the maxima in the total RDF are well separated and
related to a de®nite atomic distance one can also extract partial
coordination numbers out of this total RDF function. As a
reasonable approximation, the areas Aij have been normalised
to mean weighting factors Wij averaged over the Q-range of
the Fourier transform. The weighting factors of the different
samples for the two different types of radiation are compiled in
Table 1.

Fig. 2 shows the X-ray pair correlation functions G(R) of
amorphous Si3B3N7, Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7 as obtained

from the Faber±Ziman structure factors by integration up to
Qmax~24.54, 22.44 and 21.54 AÊ 21, respectively.

Table 2 lists structural data as derived from the pair
correlation functions along with data from electron diffraction
experiments. The results are discussed below.

Neutron diffraction

Raw data treatment. The raw data were analysed using the
ATLAS13 program package. Only intensities recorded with a
stability of better than 1% (846 out of 1070) were included in
the data analysis. In calculating the total differential cross-
section of the samples, corrections for attenuation and multiple
scattering in the samples and cell were applied. The back-
ground and the container scattering were subtracted. The
sample scattering was normalised to a vanadium standard

using an effective density for the powder that corresponded to
the known total scattering cross-section of the sample at high Q
values. After subtracting the single-atom scattering, the
resulting interference functions of each detector group over-
lapped and were merged (neglecting two groups at low
scattering angles with poor statistics, leaving 12 groups with
806 detectors).

Differential cross-sections and total correlation func-
tions. The quantity measured in an neutron scattering experi-
ment is the differential cross-section ds/dV and is correlated to

Table 1 Weighting factors Wij from X-ray (X) and neutron (n) radiation for amorphous Si3B3N7, Si3
11B3

natN7 and Si3
11B3

15N7

N±N Si±N B±N Si±Si Si±B B±B

Si3B3N7 (X); Q~0 0.213 0.366 0.131 0.157 0.112 0.02
Si3B3N7 (X); Qmean 0.202 0.376 0.117 0.179 0.109 0.017
Si3

11B3
natN7 (n) 0.449 0.171 0.271 0.016 0.052 0.041

Si3
11B3

15N7 (n) 0.341 0.188 0.298 0.026 0.082 0.065

Fig. 2 Total pair correlation functions G(R) for amorphous Si3B3N7

(lower curve), Si3
11B3

natN7 (middle curve) and Si3
11B3

15N7 (upper
curve).

Table 2 Total pair correlation functions G(R), positions Ri/AÊ , FWHM DRi/AÊ , areas Aij and partial coordination numbers Zij for amorphous
Si3B3N7, Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7

X-ray-diffraction Electron diffraction16

Si3B3N7 Si3
11B3

natN7 Si3
11B3

15N7 Si3B3N7 Assignmenta

R1 1.411(3) 1.400(1) 1.406(4) 1.44 B±N
DR1 0.164(7) 0.136(1) 0.176(1)
A1 0.73(2) 0.621(6) 0.61(3)
ZNB 1.4 1.2 1.2
ZBN 3.4 2.9 2.8
R2 1.707(1) 1.719(1) 1.717(1) 1.72 Si±N
DR2 0.190(2) 0.179(1) 0.173(2)
A2 3.61(3) 2.67(1) 2.60(3)
ZNSi 2.2 1.6 1.6
ZSiN 5.2 3.8 3.7
R3 2.503(4) 2.55(1) shoulder 2.437(3) Ð N±N (hex. BN) (B±B)
DR3 0.126(8) 0.242(9) 0.118(6)
R4 2.887(9) 2.885(4) 2.88(4) 2.91 N±N (Si3N4) (Si±Si)
DR4 0.28(1) 0.30(1) 0.40(3)
R5 4.271(3) 4.246(8) 4.348(3) 4.3
DR5 0.314(4) 0.31(6) 1.095(7)

aAssignments in parentheses are tentative.
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the FZ structure factor by

S�Q� � ds=dV

Sb2T

where b is the average coherent scattering length of the atomic
components in the sample.

Fig. 3 shows the differential cross-sections ds/dV of
amorphous Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7 obtained by neutron

diffraction while Fig. 4 shows the total pair correlation
functions G(R) of Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7, which are

the Fourier transforms of the respective total FZ structure
factors S(Q). Numerical data are compiled in Table 3.

First order difference function. Applying the difference
technique, as pioneered by Soper et al.,17 detailed information
can be obtained even for multinary systems. By taking the
difference of the intensities, measured on two samples of
different isotopic concentrations, only terms including the
correlation of the substituted atom species are present in the
difference function. Thus for Si3B3N7 the difference contains
only the nitrogen-centred correlations and we can write18

(X~Si,B):

DI�Q� � const:� a�SNN�Q� ÿ 1� � b�SNX�Q� ÿ 1� � . . .

wherea~cN
2[b(natN)22b(15N)2],b~2cNcX[b(natN)2b(15N)]bX.

By Fourier transforming DI one obtains a function DGN(R),
that is a weighted sum of N-centred partials. Fig. 5 shows the
®rst order difference function DN(Q) and Fig. 6 its Fourier
transform DGN(R). Table 4 is a compilation of peak data from
DGN(R).

Discussion

In order to facilitate the explanation of the results, Table 5 lists
the possible chain con®gurations for the ceramic Si3B3N7.

By comparing the pair distribution functions obtained
from the X-ray diffraction patterns of the three isotopically
differently synthesised samples, Si3B3N7, Si3

11B3
natN7 and

Si3
11B3

15N7, it is evident that the results are virtually identical.
For the short range order they are in excellent agreement with
the results as obtained from other techniques such as e.g. MAS
NMR.

The main maximum at ca. 1.71 AÊ for Si3B3N7 and ca. 1.72 AÊ

for the two isotopically enriched samples represents the nearest
neighbour distance of Si and N in an SiN4 tetrahedron, as has
been found for crystalline Si3N4 (1.70±1.78 AÊ 19). The weaker
maximum at ca. 1.40 AÊ for Si3

11B3
natN7 and ca. 1.41 AÊ for

Si3B3N7 and Si3
11B3

15N7 can be related to the B±N distance
in a BN3 triangle as has been reported for hexagonal BN
(1.446 AÊ 20).

The partial coordination numbers obtained from the
Gaussian ®ts to these two maxima in the RDF of Si3

11B3
natN7

and Si3
11B3

15N7 (ZBN~2.9/2.8, ZSiN~3.8/3.7, ZNB~1.2,
ZNSi~1.6) are in accord within the limits of the experimental
error, and essentially match the expected coordination
numbers. The determination of partial coordination num-
bers from the RDF of the non-isotopic sample give values
ZBN~3.4, ZSiN~5.2, ZNB~1.4 and ZNSi~2.2. These are
slightly higher than expected, possibly because of the difference
in the experimental set up as described above.

The second coordination sphere is dominated by a peak at
ca. 2.88 AÊ , which can be related to the N±N distance within a
SiN4 tetrahedron (crystalline Si3N4: 2.78±2.98 AÊ 19). This peak

Fig. 3 Differential cross-sections from neutron diffraction for amor-
phous Si3

11B3
natN7 (upper curve) and Si3

11B3
15N7 (lower curve)

(m.u.~molecular units).

Fig. 4 Total pair correlation functions from neutron diffraction for
amorphous Si3

11B3
natN7 (upper curve) and Si3

11B3
15N7 (lower curve).

Table 3 Total pair correlation functions G(R), neutron diffraction positions Ri/AÊ , FWHM DRi/AÊ , areas Aij and partial coordination numbers Zij for
amorphous Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7

Si3
11B3

natN7 Si3
11B3

15N7 Si3
11B3

natNa Si3
11B3

15N7 Assignmentb

R1 1.447(1) 1.446(1) DR1 0.134(2) 0.140(2) B±N
A1 1.41(2) 1.53(2)
ZNB 1.2 1.2 ZBN 2.8 2.8
R2 1.718(1) 1.721(1) DR2 0.131(3) 0.141(3) Si±N
A2 1.09(2) 1.17(2)
ZNsi 1.5 1.4 ZSiN 3.4 3.4
R3 2.477(1) 2.487(2) DR3 0.156(6) 0.160(4) N±N/B±B
A3 1.5(2) 1.73(3) ZNN/ZBB 1.65 2.3
R4 2.77(5) 2.784(4) DR4 0.33(6) 0.30(1) N±N (Si±B)
A4 3.8(1) 3.4(3) ZNN 4.6 5.4
R5 3.81(1) 3.792(7) DR5 0.32(5) 0.29(1)
R6 4.25(9) 4.25(3) DR6 0.5(2) 0.6(1)
R7 5.24(1) 5.22(1) DR7 0.55(7) 0.56(6)
aRef. 7. bAssignments in parentheses are tentative.
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includes as a shoulder a contribution of an Si±Si distance of
two corner sharing tetrahedra. Other distances listed in Table 2
can only be interpreted by comparing with the neutron results
discussed below.

The ®rst coordination distances in the total pair correlation
functions as obtained from the neutron diffraction on
Si3

11B3
natN7 and Si3

11B3
15N7 are ca. 1.45 AÊ for the B±N

distance and ca. 1.72 AÊ for the Si±N distance. Also, the partial
coordination numbers (ZBN~2.8, ZSiN~3.4, ZNB~1.2 and
ZNSi~1.5/1.4) are comparable with the X-ray results.

The second coordination sphere shows a clear splitting into
two well separated maxima, one at ca. 2.48/2.49 AÊ , the other at
2.77/2.78 AÊ with the latter being broadened with the appear-
ance of a shoulder to longer distances. The ®rst can be related
to an N±N distance with both N-atoms coordinated to a boron
atom or a B±B distance with both atoms coordinated to a
nitrogen atom while the second can be related to an N±N
distance with both N-atoms coordinated to a silicon. The
Gaussian ®ts to these maxima in the RDF yield the partial
coordination numbers ZNN(B)~1.7/2.3 for the ®rst maximum,
and ZNN(Si)~4.6/5.4 for the second. The reason for the large
difference from the expected value (ca. 3) for ZNN(Si) lies in the
contribution of a shoulder to the corresponding peak area. This
fact will be discussed in context with the difference function
below. In the region of the third coordination shell there is a
maximum at ca. 3.81/3.80 AÊ and one at 4.25 AÊ .

The peaks in the Fourier transform of the ®rst order
difference function are in accord with the values given above
as derived for the ®rst and second coordination from the
total correlation functions: RBN~1.40 AÊ , RSiN~1.68 AÊ ,
RNN(B)~2.44 AÊ and RNN(Si)~2.73 AÊ . Upon comparing the
second coordination maxima in Fig. 6 (®rst order difference)
with the second coordination peak in Fig. 4 (total functions)
signi®cant differences become apparent. In the total function,
the two maxima are approximately equal in height, whereas in
the difference function the second is lower and narrower
compared to the total functions. This leads to the conclusion
that in the total functions there is a contribution of a distance
between non-nitrogen atoms (most probably Si±B) to this
maximum.

Furthermore, as a result of application of the ®rst order
difference technique, some information on the medium range
order can be extracted. Looking at the third coordination shell
the difference function shows a clear splitting into two maxima
at 3.76 AÊ and 4.29 AÊ . These two distances can be assigned
to atomic pairs by comparing with distances in the binary
crystalline phases19,20 and with the geometry of the precursor
molecule TADB as obtained from quantum mechanic calcula-
tions.21 In the difference function, only nitrogen-coordinations
appear, so these maxima can be assigned to Si±N and B±N
pairs connected via three bonds. Con®gurations with at least
two of the three bonds being B±N contribute to the ®rst peak
whereas if at least two of them are Si±N bonds a contribution
to the second peak results. A complete ®tting of the whole peak
region at ca. 4 AÊ requires four Gaussian functions, each
representing a possible Si/B±N pair (Table 6). The dihedral
angle distributions for all these four con®gurations range from
97 to 180³ within the 2s criterion. As an example, Fig. 7 shows
the correlation of the dihedral angle and the Si±N separation
for the N±B±N±Si chain.

The broad but nevertheless strong maximum at 5.085 AÊ ,
representing the fourth coordination shell, is a superposition of
the three distance distributions for chains connected via four
bonds (N±B±N±B±N, N±Si±N±B±N and N±Si±N±Si±N). Since

Fig. 5 First order neutron difference function DN(Q) for Si3
11B3N7.

Table 5 Possible chain con®gurations in Si3B3N7. Chains giving a contribution to the neutron ®rst order difference (14N215N) are italicized

1st coordination 2nd coordination 3rd coordination 4th coordination

B±N B±N±B B±N±B±N N±B±N±B±N
Si±N N±B±N Si±N±B±N B±N±B±N±B

B±N±Si B±N±Si±N N±B±N±Si±N
N±Si±N Si±N±Si±N B±N±Si±N±B
Si±N±Si B±N±Si±N±Si

N±Si±N±Si±N
Si±N±Si±N±Si
Si±N±B±N±Si

Table 4 Fourier transform of the ®rst order difference DGN(R);
positions Ri/AÊ and FWHM DRi/AÊ for amorphous Si3

11B3N7

Assignment

R1 1.398(7) DR1 0.155(1) B±N
R2 1.683(1) DR2 0.142(2) Si±N
R3 2.44(1) DR3 0.18(1) N±N
R4 2.731(5) DR4 0.32(1) N±N
R5 3.76(1) DR5 0.46(1) Si/B±N
R6 4.290(7) DR6 0.41(2) B/Si±N
R7 5.085(7) DR7 0.93(2) N±N
R8 6.595(2) DR8 1.31(1)

Fig. 6 Fourier transform DGN(R) of the ®rst order neutron difference
(Si3

11B3
natN72Si3

11B3
15N7).
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in the ®rst order difference, only coordinations including
nitrogen emerge, only N±N pairs can contribute to this shell.

Conclusion

High energy X-ray diffraction on samples of Si3B3N7

synthesised independently do not show signi®cant structural
differences. The peaks in the ®rst coordination shell at ca. 1.41
and 1.71 AÊ and the partial coordination numbers determined
from the peak areas are in agreement with NMR results and
indicate boron being in a trigonally planar environment of
nitrogen and silicon being tetrahedrally coordinated. In the
second coordination shell the maximum at ca. 2.89 AÊ repre-
sents the N±N distance for two adjacent nitrogen atoms
coordinated to silicon. The signi®cance of the weak maximum
at ca. 2.5 AÊ has been con®rmed by the results from neutron
diffraction, where the total distribution functions show two
separated maxima at ca. 2.48 and 2.78 AÊ . The ®rst can clearly
be assigned to a N±N distance in a BN3 triangle and the partial
coordination numbers of ZNN~1.65/2.3 are in agreement with
expected values, within experimental error. While the second
maximum could be interpreted as described above (N±N
distance in a SiN4 tetrahedron) since the partial coordination
numbers were too high (ZNN~4.6/5.4) this peak seems to
include a further atomic distance (Si±B). This was con®rmed by
the ®rst order difference results.

From the neutron difference function, additional informa-
tion concerning the higher coordination shells could be
extracted. Maxima at 3.76 and 4.29 AÊ result from Si±N or
B±N pairs connected via three bonds. If at least two of these are
B±N bonds it gives a contribution to the ®rst peak, whereas if
there are at least two Si±N bonds a contribution to the second
peak is observed. A complete ®tting of this peak region yielded
four pair distances representing all possible chain con®g-
urations in the third coordination shell. The dihedral angle
distributions gave no hint at a preferred chain con®guration.

Acccording to these results the following structural model

for Si3B3N7 may be described: almost trigonal planar BN3 units
and slightly distorted SiN4 tetrahedra bridged via common
nitrogen atoms form a three-dimensional random network
in which silicon and boron atoms are homogeneously
distributed.16
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Table 6 Fourier transform of the ®rst order difference DGN(R), Gaussian ®ts to the third coordination shell, positions Ri/AÊ , FWHM DRi/AÊ and 2s
ranges of the dihedral angle W/³ distributions for amorphous Si3B3N7

Assignment W 2s range

R5a 3.49 DR5a 0.16 N±B±N±B 119 107±132
R5b 3.73 DR5b 0.25 N±B±N±Si 113 97±132
R6a 4.05 DR6a 0.26 N±Si±N±B 150 127±180
R6b 4.25 DR6b 0.17 N±Si±N±Si 136 124±152

Fig. 7 Dihedral angle W distribution of the N±B±N±Si chain in
Si3B3N7 obtained from the ®rst order neutron difference.
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